
January 5, 2018   (You)

I sure hope POTUS and Q are paying attention to this….the TV Mind-Programming here 
has been very effective. Most Canadian men are more concerned with Hockey games 
than they are with world politics and protecting our country from foreign ideas and principles. 

Not sure how on earth the mess can be cleaned up, it would take a full bottle of red pills. 

Our news media here is 100% bought off by the Cabal and our BIGGEST news network is funded by the Government.  
My hunch is that since Pierre Trudeau, everyone of our Prime Ministers has been part of this cult and our media' covers it up. My hunch is that since Pierre Trudeau, everyone of our Prime Ministers has been part of this cult and our media' covers it up. 

Today I bought 1 package of hamburger, 2 packages of steak meat for stir fry, 12 cans of smoked oysters (individual size), 
brussel sprouts, carrots, turnip, celery and lettuce, along with a package of hot rods and a bottle of salad dressing….. 115 
f'ing DOLLARS …our gas is at 1.30$ per LITRE…that's over 4$ per gallon…but yet our government makes us gas up with 
Saudi  Oil….our education system is teaching our 9 year olds about sex and sex toys….evolution has replaced God and 
overall, people are asleep…they idolize the Royal Family, and that's no understatement….

it all started in 1755, but has just gotten worse and worse….our military answers to the Governor General, the Queen's it all started in 1755, but has just gotten worse and worse….our military answers to the Governor General, the Queen's 
representative and we can't even vote for our own Prime Minister because the Party picks their leader who has to win his 
local election to become Prime Minister…we vote for local MPs and if enough MPs from a party form a majority, their leader'' 
becomes PM. 

It feels like we're trapped, and anything short of many of our politicians and members of the Royal Family going to jail, we will 
be trapped in a vicious cycle of corruption and enslavement. 

PLEASE HELP US PLEASE HELP US …  we are trying to help you with Red Pilling the world, but we REALLY REALLY need your help waking up 
Canadians. 

There is no reason our two countries can't be each other's principle allies…there's no reason the British Crown should be 
taking Canadian citizens' money….we have oil, water and trees in ABUNDANCE….not to mention all the wildlife and vast 
lands for development….why are Canadians suffering daily? 

Yesterday was the anniversary of Lionel Desmond's death. Lionel Desmond fought in Afghanistan against Al Qaeda (which is Yesterday was the anniversary of Lionel Desmond's death. Lionel Desmond fought in Afghanistan against Al Qaeda (which is 
essentially ISIS)…when he returned home, he sought out mental health services and repeatedly warned the system that he 
was suffering of SEVERE PTSD….well, they did NOTHING to help him…on January 4th 2017, Lionel Desmond killed his 
wife, his 10 year old daughter, his own mother and himself….and our Prime Minister said NOTHING !! The MP from his own 
riding recently voted in favor of reintegrating ISIS into the country….you can't make this shit up. 

Some folks say that the Canadian Government is loaded with corrupt, sexual deviants who target newbies in Ottawa for Some folks say that the Canadian Government is loaded with corrupt, sexual deviants who target newbies in Ottawa for 
blackmail and extortion scenarios (pedo activity, adultery, drunkenness and lewdness etc…), but because our media is 
STATE RUN, well it never sees the light of day…buried and forgotten, and anyone who speaks out is silenced and their 
careers ruined (I know, they did it to me)!! 

My ancestors moved here from France and lived peacefully with the natives from the early 1600s until 1755….now it's like 
my people (Acadian Métis) don't even exist…litterally…they litterally deny that the Acadians in Nova Scotia are Métis!! 
PLEASE, I BEG YOUPLEASE, I BEG YOU and I BEG GOD, to please reveal this darkness!!


